
1. 

“It is a thing, most essential.”  

Terminus: Helwan, Southern Cairo 

 

Ghamra 

This boy stands triumphant. Lucrative. A pimp in the prime of his economic success. He 

should not be here, in the woman’s compartment of a subway train heading South of 

Cairo. An arm of blotched and brown skin clings to a handle beside my face. It is with 

this right arm that he keeps himself standing still, while the rest of his body curls and falls 

like a fat S onto the faded green linoleum floor. Fidgeting fast with a cellular phone, an 

imported gadget that is no longer a foreign oddity in the public eye and afforded by those 

who pay seventy-five piastres to reach Maadi, I pretend to be occupied. I try not to raise 

my eyes to meet the boys‚, but when I do, his glare is menacing and piercing. Why is this 

boy, half my age and size, making me nervous? Now, he rubs his crotch. What makes 

him think that he can scratch his premature balls in my face, unabashedly? 

 

Sayeda Zayneb 

This girl has peculiarly androgynous features. She slips into the women’s compartment a 

second before we leave Sayeda Zayneb, and hurts her shoulders crossing the sliding 

doors. I think I will choose to name her Bahiyya the Minotaur. She is a moalema in the 

making. Give her a few more years and she will bloom into a street-wise warlord that 

captures misbehaving boys, like the one who stares at me, by their infected ears and beat 

manners into them with the hose of her water pipe.  

“It is a thing, most essential!”  

This minotaur a la femme arabe kicks carries a brown carton box that she tears open, 

grabbing hundreds of band aids in one hand. “It is a thing, most essential” screams 

Bahiyya to the myriad of women passengers. To women with collections of children 

hanging on their black robes, schoolgirls tightly packed in threes or fours and young 

wives almost home. Bahiyya places a band-aid on each woman’s lap she sees left and 

right and offers to those standing. Some raise their palms in the air as a gesture of 

gratitude while others accept. But Bahiyya had to collect unwanted band-aids from 

unneedy laps and collect quarter-pound notes from a few before disembarking at the next 

stop before the train conductor knows of her presence. My eye follows her across the 

platform, wishing she stayed a few minutes longer. Wishing I bought a band-aid and 

exchanged a few words.  

 

Mar Guirgis 

This boy still stands. Now he fastens his grip around his balls blatantly, afraid they might 

suddenly disappear, in the faces of us women. The boy is joined by a small party of 

friends, other little boys exchanging chick-peas fast, popping them rapidly into their 

mouths. Chewing relentlessly. Flicking skins across the compartment, sending them near 

the calloused yellow toes of an enormously round woman heavily laden in black garb. 

She occasionally slaps her forehead and mutters “Stop it ya namusa!”  

Shame on little boys.  Shame on the little boys who invade women’s space with moist 

chick-peas in one hand and crotches in the other. And the women watch, blaming the 

government. 



 

Glossary 

Moalema: An urban street-wise Egyptian woman, usually economically self-sufficient.  

Namusa: Mosquito 

 

2. 

"a girl, her flag and Montreal bone" 

 

 

Rue Prince Arthur could have occupied a special place in memory, but not mine. When 

on it, my feet scurry to detour through Hutchinson, Durocher, Lorne or any ensuing street 

of Montreal’s rigidly perpendicular urban landscape. Rue Prince Arthur’s popular 

pavements linger with poet’s ennui, bestowing a block of images and words. They say it 

spills gusto. I see cement, tarmac, other people’s lives and blackened wood barely 

embracing a decrepit depanneur sign. An aging Asian wilts behind a counter embellished 

with chocolates, Canadiana key-chains and long-distance phone cards. As he returns my 

change, I am convinced that this man should not be here, but elsewhere. “The Angry City 

Lies in the Heart of a Dying Bird” reads the graffiti sprawled on the red-brick beside his 

door. My husband suffers the final seconds of his cigarette with fingers and knuckles that 

cannot defeat Canadian winters, waiting for me beside a big black beak punctuating the 

poet’s statement.   

 

I have a husband. Mahmoud prefers industry to art, adores mass production and is 

mesmerized by the sight of Canadian men at work operating heavy machinery, drilling 

holes and fixing pipelines. Forty summer afternoons this year Mehmed remained fixated 

in his seat of a Milton street diner, spellbound by the sight of men breaking through 

streets, digging through the earth, removing piles of soil and dirt. Look, he says. They 

know when to work, when to have lunch, when to have a cigarette break. And look, he 

says. They have helmets, and shoes! Mahmoud accompanies me daily to the Milton 

diner. He cannot bear loneliness.  

 

A fresh pot of coffee is always a good thing. As soon as it is made, it excites me to offer 

my customers more. Mahmoud’s mug is always full and always cold. I approach two 

engineering students engaged in conversation. One talks of the grand-hombre as source 

of tonic, the Big Man of Costa Rica, and the other talks of Nile Water irrigation systems. 

Oh, Mahmoud. You worry so much, why don’t you go to the movies tonight for a 

change?  

 

One evening under my bed sheets, while taking the piss of esoteric things with another 

man, I heard someone mimic the female voice on CKUT radio. Ten times today, I heard 

rain beat on my window. It confirmed that Vespucci and I both knew ennui. We should 

not have come here. Mahmoud, what are the prospects of a hot womb flirting with its 

mother on the Alexandrian Corniche? 

 

 

 



3. 

“Take Me West of Suez” 

 

Amina happens to love some things and want others. Over the years, she excelled in 

restraint although ideology continued to play its tricks between her legs. Seeking solace 

in literature did not help. Her once favorite Islamic theologians and natural philosophers 

were now misogynists. And fiction, what good can its lies provide?  

 

Ten years later, Amina remains still in her mother’s kitchen with a king-size Cleopatra 

light clutched in one hand, tapping a fishbowl with the other. Her friend named her pets 

Hassan and Hussein, but she prefers them nameless.  

 

Most men in Cairo cannot keep their word, decided Amina. They would like to, but find 

it hard. She will not hold it against them.  

 

Metaphors. Amina remembers the first time she met one. Twelve years old in 

Omdurman, near al-Mahdi’s tomb. Her best friend brought forth a collection of poems by 

Wilfred Owen. “Look, here, how the sun shall wake him, the dead man, his comrade 

friend, as it wakes the seeds of the earth.” Mind still elsewhere and body still trapped in 

midday heat with that part of herself, that Khartoum, Amina understood.  

 

Amina works best in kitchens. In a snug apartment of al-Mohandessin, a Cairiene suburb, 

she writes besides two goldfish formerly known as Hussein and Hassan. Amina’s life is 

influenced by Madame Ahlam, her neighbour whose right eye is falling out of her 

peeping hole, and flocks of school girls who between five and five fifteen in the 

afternoon are walking proof that evil exists. They bellow explicit curses and sexual 

references in Arabic, believing that she is a khawaga, a foreigner. Believe me, the women 

of Cairo are oppressors. But Amina’s heart is big and forgiving.   

 

Oranges and mandarins always make her happy by tasting good. Amina taps her fishbowl 

and evaluates the prospects of being an Egyptian virgin.   

 

How many more centimetres qualify her as a virgin, still.  

 

4. 

"Desire circa Ismail" 

  

Bodies break with the muezzin’s daybreak summoning for prayer. I too, believe that 

nature lacks design. But when my eyes rest on the surface of Ismail’s skin, I am confident 

that Wilde misunderstood Cairo.  I told him this. “Life, perhaps, is lighting a cigarette in 

the lazy gap between two fornications” said Furugh. Ismail sneered and quoted Ford. I 

cared not to remember what he said.   

 

Arias of muezzin’s melodias separate us.  Like two punished infants, we turn our backs to 

the wall. I face Mecca, consider rooftops, magic carpets, crescent moons and my lover’s 



shoulder. During this divine interlude, I know, that his mind is generating excess thought. 

Confirming that this - is only a fruit of spring.  

 

Cousin Sumaya’s wedding celebration punctuated the difference between the virgin and 

I.  Like soldiers ready for war, standing tall with aunts for rifles by their sides, the virgins 

anticipate engagement parties to boys and men they have never kissed, but who will soon 

wed, and soon publish their photos confirming marital bliss.  

 

But oddities like myself remain aside, retaining hope of foreign suitors. I still know that 

patience yields good tidings. Pain must be made of use. Pain is educational. I assure my 

mother, that if worse comes to worst, I will leave this place and move to Vancouver. I 

still hold steadfast in my belief that there is vulgarity in exercising restraint. 

 

When I was twenty I fell under the impression that al-Ghazali was a misogynist. It broke 

my heart.   

 

Ismail did not break my heart. This shame I suffer stems not from a guilt-ridden history 

of sensual pleasure, but from the fact that I fell victim to a gender cliche. Under the spell 

of not one man, but a whole nation state.   

 

Mona Bur 

 

 

Mona Bur is a boomerang between Cairo and Montreal. A recent graduate of McGill’s 

English Department, Bur is currently writing a collection of vignettes titled “Portrait of a 

Sharmuta as a Young Woman.” (The Sharmuta is an Arab whore.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


